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How Ridiculous

How Deplorable

Disturbance of meetings

With apologies to Mr Punch

These women! What we think of them!
REBELLIOUS DAUGHTERS
Want Votes
Looks Ugly for Us
Cabinet

JOHN BULL PERPLEXED

THEY OUGHT TO WIN
John
Take your hands
Out of your
Pockets

Help
Them

For Justice

A Strong Pull and
A Long Pull and
A Pull All Together
The celebrated Mrs Grundy

I was not born as others are
& certainly not a Suffragette nor even a girl under-graduate

What is it peers beneath her skirt
a cloven hoof a tail to boot
A Chinese woman's bandaged foot
TO WOMEN! Arise in your multitudes

MESSRS CAPITAL - LABOUR & CO
ALL SORTS OF WOMEN FOR HIRE CHEAP

will neither heed her

DEMAND THE POWER TO HELP
WOMEN and WINE have made me

What made these women?

Let WOMEN and WISDOM mend me

who shall stay these?

FLATTERED & DUPED
A Thing for My Use and Pleasure
VOTES FOR WOMEN

Let not Learning be divorced from Life.

STICK TO LITERATURE
I NEVER WENT TO THE POLL in all my life

SAVE INFANT LIFE
RESPECT MOTHERHOOD
PERPLEXITIES

Wife Beating
Guardian of the Poor
Board Room Notice
Child Deserted

More Women wanted
Editors of the
LADIES COLUMN

WE HAVE PIPED UNTO YOU
and you will not dance
such pretty tunes
Extravagance, prejudice, gossip, scandal
Flounces, Frills
Since women got the vote

Diamonds have become worthless

They buy pictures & even books.

Capital and Commerce
"We must take counsel together"
WHEN shall WE give Ours womans freedom equality

Where a Will There's a Way
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POSTCARDS.

Votes for Mammies.
The Franchise Cake.
Those who ask can’t have.
Taxation without Representation.
“A Mother is not a Parent.”
The Franchise Umbrella.
AND OTHERS.

POSTERS.

What’s Sauce for the Gander.
OTHERS TO FOLLOW.

Each 4d.

RHYME BOOK.

A Warning to Suffragists.

Each 6d.

Post free 7½d.
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